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1 Introduction
The autoionisation of atoms excited by electron impact involves the interference between the direct
ionisation amplitude and the resonance, or autoionisation amplitude. Helium is the simplest system for
studying these two

e+He( l s J ) — He+(l«) + e + e (I)

and

He"(£S) + e
•-. He+(l«) + < (2)

The nature of the interference and hence the resonance line shape, or Fano profile, depends on both
the magnitudes and relative phases of the competing processes and these in turn depend on both the
scattered and ejected electron momenta and the resonant state symmetry. The ejected electron is by
convention taken to be the electron whose energy corresponds to the difference between the energy of the
autoionising state and that of the residual ion.

A number of studies have been conducted on the autoionising states of helium, with a thorough
summary of this work being found in Samardzic ct at. (1995). The most recent review by Crowe el
at. (1995) highlighted the recent work of both the Flinders and Newcastle groups and suggested a need
for further studies on post-collision interaction.

At this stage it is important to discuss the effects of post-collision interactions. The phenomenon
of PCI arises due to the Coulomb interaction between a number of charged particles in the collision
system's final state, with the Coulomb interaction being thought of as "post-collisional" in the sense
that the reaction occurs in two stages via an intermediate resonance. An excellent review of PCI, and
the available experimental data that looks at it, can be found in Kuchiev and Sheinerman (1989). The
affect that PCI can have on the measured coincident ejected electron spectra is also well demonstrated by
Kuchiev and Sheinerman (1989), and in general includes a positive or negative shift (Ac) in the apparent
position of the resonance energy and/or a broadening of the apparent energy full width at half maximum
(T) of the resonance.

Finally we note Kuchiev and Scheinerman (1989) comment that experiments that record the presence
of PCI effects outside the near-threshold region have been inadequate, and that it would be desirable to
have systematic experimental studies of the phenomenon outside the near-threshold region. In particular
it would be useful to ascertain, in the coincident ejected electron spectra, whether the predicted strong
dependence for the PCI effects on the kinematics of the process being studied, is indeed found. The
present experimental work encompasses the results of just such a study.

State
He(2«/1)'S 57.83(0.04;
He(252p)3P 58.31(0.02)
He(2p')lD 59.91(0.02)
He(2«2p)'P 60.1-15

0.138(0.015) 33.24
0.008 33.72
0.072(0.018) 35.32
0,038(0.002) 35.555

Table 1: Energies (£„) and widths (I1,,) of the autoionising states of helium in eV. The ejected electron
energies (£,;) are calculated using a value of 24.59 eV for the ionisation energy.

Results for both the triple differential (e,2e) cross sections, in the region encompassing the (^s'J'S,
(2s2p)3P, (2p2)'D and (2s2p)'P autoionising states of helium, are presented. The ene/gies and widths of
these four states are given in table 1. The data were taken at incident energies of 94.6, 96.6, and 99.6eV
and at a scattered electron angle of 20° and for ejected electron angles -30, -50, -90 and -135°. The first
incident energy, of 94.6eV, was specifically chosen to give each analyser a mid-range energy of 30eV.



Hence because these two electrons are detected with the same energy we would anticipate a greater PCI
effect (see Kuchiev and Scheinerm&n (1989)). The subsequent energies were chosen to see how this PCI
shift would vary as one of the electrons left the collision with a higher velocity.

2 Experimental Considerations
The coplanar uymmetric apparatus and coincidence techniques used in the present measurements have
been described in detail previously by Lower and Weigold (1989,1990) and Samardzic el al. (1994) and
so are not described again here. Briefly however, we simply note that the coincidence circuit corrects
for time-of-flight variations within the analysers, reducing the full width of the timing coincidence peaks
from 2Snsec to 6nsec, and obeys the energy conservation constraint

E.j + E,e = E. - 1 , ± A £ (3)

(where cj is the electron separation energy and AE is the coincidence energy resolution) to further reduce
accidental coincidences by a factor of five (Lower and Weigold (1990)). For further details see Samardzic
et al. (1995) and references therein.

3 Data analysis
Shore (1967) and Balashov et al. (1973) have shown that for separable resonances tin- I rip Jo differential
(e,2e) cross section in the vicinity of the r"1 autoionising resonance can be quite gnu'rally wriiU'ii in the
parameterised form

where,

t.jv = 2£*. (5)
'M = 2(Eti-E^r->, (6)

and Ey, and E,j are respectively the energies of the r"1 autoionising resonance and the energy of the
ejected electron with orbital angular momentum and spin quantum numbers denoted by ;i = (r; L, M, S)
and K is the momentum transfer. The energy FVVHM of the resonance is given by ?„, £„ and ["„ are
dictated by the configuration interaction of the discrete doubly excited states and are well known for the
states studied (van den Brink el al. (1989)). In this parameterisation fr{k,/, K) is Hi* direct contribution
to the ionisation cross section in the vicinity of the r"1 resonance and a,,(ktj „, K^) and tp(t,yw, Kv) are
the momentum-dependent Shore parameters. These parameters have the dimensions of a cross section
and are assumed to be constant in the energy region of the resonance. ap(i:,j;M, Kf.) is a measurement of
the asymmetry of the resonance profile and is composed of an interference term brlween the direct and
resonant ionisation amplitudes. b^{ktylhi1 Kp) also contains an interference term and an additional term
which yields the resonant cross section in the absence of any direct ionisation cross section (Lower and
Weigold (1990)). Separable autoionisation resonances may also be paraineterisrd in tin- equivalent F.mo
(1961) representation.

Possible complications with the above parameterisation, due to the proximity of the unconvolutcd ' D
and ] P resonances (Lhagva et al. (1991)) and coherences between autoionising states of dillercnt excitation
energies (van den Brink et al. (1989)), are discussed elsewhere (Samardzic el al. (1995)). They are not
considered to be a problem in this work.

According to equation 4, each resonance profile can bi described by the parametric form / + 1 "'{$' ) ,

convoluted with the instrumental response function. The instrumental response function was determined
in a separate experiment and is well described by a gaussian of 220 meV (FVVHM). In contrast to the
resonant behaviour, the direct ionisation cross section / varies smoothly with energy and, as a result,
may be represented by a first order polynomial. Using these functions a root-mean-square (RMS) fit to
each ejected electron spectrum was performed. The ar and br parameters were separately extracted for
each resonant state and the polynomial coefficients describing the background shape were determined.
This meant that in each experiment, the angular behaviour of ar and b, was determined, along with



that of the direct ionisation cross section / r , which is the value of the direct ionisatiou cross section /
extracted at the position of the resonance Er.

An additional complexity can arise due to pcsl-collision interaction (PCI). PCI effects can manifest
themselves by a broadening in the natural widths of the respective resonances, Fp, and as a shift in
the position of the relevant resonance energy, £„, from its known value. The present investigations
quickly showed that the quality of the RMS fit was largely insensitive to varying I",, and as a result the
natural widths for each of the resonance states were fixed and taken to be the values that were previously
determined to a high degree of accuracy by van den Brink ct at. (1989). However, it was apparent that
in some cases, the resonance energies for some of the slates in the coincident ejected electron spectra,
were shifted with respect to their corresponding positions in the double differential cross section spectra
(££""). The energy shift due to the PCI effect is given by

Ac,, = £,,(e,2e) — E'J"'. (7)

It is clear that A e £ c / can be either positive or negative depending on whether the position of the resonance
in the (e,2e) spectra appears at a higher or lower value of'energy with respect to the corresponding
resonance energy in the double different/a) cross section spectra. It should be noted that in all cases it
was verified that the derived parameters a r ,6 r , / r and Ac£ c / were independent of the initial estimates
supplied.

4 Theoretical Background
For details of the current theoretical model we refer ttie reader to Kheifets (1UD3).

5 Results and Discussion
Figure 1 is an example of a typical coincidence ejected-
electron spectra which has been obtained from the present
series of experiments. In figure 1 we see a series of resonance
profiles superimposed upon a background of direct ionisa-
tion events. The spectrum is fitted with a least-squares fit
analysis, using a function of the form given by (equation 4).
This function is convolved with the instrumental response
in the fit and the final fitted function is denoted by the
solid curve in figure 1. This particular spectrum was taken
at an incident energy of 99.6 eV and at an ejected elec-
tron angle of 8,; = —50°. This is an ejected electron angle
where the direct ionisation process is very strong and this
particular spectrum illustrates well how the amplitudes for
the direct and resonant ionisation of the (2p5)'D and the
(2s2p)' P states can destructively interfere, giving rise to lo-
calised reductions in the ionisation cross section tiue to the
presence of additional reaction paths. Whilst the (2s2p)3P
state is relatively strongly excited in this spectrum, results
for it have been excluded as its excitation cross section was
considered to be too small to allow the extraction of reliable
data.
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Figure 1: Coincidence ejected electron
spectrum for He(e,2e) He+ at Ea = 99.6eV,
B,C = W and 0tj =-50". The present data
(•) and the fit to that data ( -) by a func-
tion of the form of equation 4 are shown.

Figures 2(a), 3(a) and 4(a) show the angular dependence of the a-parameler for the 'S resonance at
94.6, 96.6 and 99.6 eV respectively compared to the present calculation. The overall level of agreement
between the theory and experiment, in terms of both the shape and the magnitude of the asymmetry
parameter, is within the limits of accuracy of the present experiment and so can be considered to be a
good representation of the data. Similarly there is a good agreement between the present experiment
and theory for the b parameter at 94.6eV (figure 2(b)), 96.6eV (figure 3(b)) and 99.6eV (figure 4(b)).
In figures 2(c), 3(c), 4(c) we compare the present direct differential ionisation cross section, fr, for the
•S resonance at 94.6, 96.6 and 99.6eV respectively, with the results of our DWDF, DWDF+exc, and
DWDF + Gamow calculations. Whilst all the theories do a fair overall job '.n predicting the angular
dependence of fr with B,j it is clear that no one theory predicts fr exactly. The theory that comes closest



to doing this is the DWDF + Gamow, even though, in each case, it seems to overestimate the direct
differential ionisation cross section at ffcj = -90°.

Figure 2(d), 3(d) and 4(d) show the PCI energy shift for the 'S resonance at 94.G, 90.6 and 99.6eV
respectively. It is interesting to note that at an incident energy 94.6eV (figure 2(d)) the PCI energy shift
is only non-zero, within the uncertainties on the respective data points, at 0tj =-50' , a result which is
consistent with the earlier results of Samardzic el al. (1995), at ^ =-40° and 0,j =-i;0°. Similarly at an
incident energy of 99.6eV (figure 3(d)), the PCI energy shift is also non-zero at 0tj =-50°, although at
this energy the PCI shift is positive rather than negative. The only incident energy at which there is no
visible PCI, within the uncertainties on the respective data points, is at 9G.6cV (figure <1(tl)). It is also
interesting to note that this energy also happens to be almost mid-way between SM.GeV and 99.0eV, and
that for 0ej =-50° we saw a negative shift at 94.6cV, and a positive shift at 99.6cV. Hence a zero PCI
energy shift at this energy is not unreasonable.

Figures 5(a), 6(a) and 7(a) show the angular dependence of the a-paramctcr for the ' I) resonance nt
94.6, 96.6 and 93.6eV, respectively, compared to the present calculation. Once again the overall level
of agreement between the theory and experiment, in terms of both the shape and the magnitude of
the asymmetry parameter, is within the limits of accuracy of the present experiment, nnd so can be
considered to be a good representation of the data. There is also a fair agreement between the present
experiment and theory for the b parameter at 94.6eV (figure 8(b)), 96.6eV (figure 6(b)) and <J9.6eV
(figure 7(b)), except for the point at 0r>=-3O° which is significantly higher than the predicted value.
In figures 5(c), 6(c), 7(c) we now compare the present direct differential ionisation cross section, fri for
the *D resonance at 94.6, 96.6 and 99.6eV respectively, with the results of our DWDF, DWDF + exc,
and DVVDF + Gamow calculations. Whilst all the theories do a fair overall job in predicting the angular
dependence of fr with 0,j it is clear that no one theory predicts fr exactly. We believe Hint this observation
is consistent with the fact that the current theory does not account for the e — e Coulomb interactions
being shielded by the He+ core.

Figure 5(d), 6(d) and 7(d) show the PCI energy shift for the 'D resonance at 94.6, 9G.6 and 99.GeV
respectively. As can be seen from 7(d) the PCI energy shift is only non-zero, within the uncertainties on
the respective data points, atfle J=-50°, E0 = 99.6eV.

Figures 8(a), 9(a) and 10(a) show the angular dependence of the a-paramctcr for the ' P resonance
at 94.6, 96.6 and 99.6eV respectively compared to the present calculation. Once again the overall level
of agreement between the theory and experiment, in terms of both the shape and the magnitude of the
asymmetry parameter, is within the limits of accuracy of the present experiment, and so can be considered
to provide a good representation of the data. There is also a reasonable agreement between the present
experiment and theory for the b parameter at 94.6eV (figure 8(b)), 96.6eV (figure 9(b)) and 99.6eV
(figure I0(b)), except at 0ej =-50°, were the theory underestimates the experiment at each energy. It is
further interesting to note that this is also the only angle where a PCI effect for the ' P can be seen, and
that this effect is apparent at each energy studied.

Figures 8(c), 9(c), 10(c) show the present direct differential ionisation cross section, fr, for the ' P
resonance at 94.6,96.6 and 99.6eV respectively, compared with the results of our DWDF, DWDF + exc,
and DWDF + Gamow calculations. The comments we made previously for the direct differential ionisation
crow section for the ' S state are equally applicable for the ' P state and so are not repeated again.

Figure 2: Variation of the Shore-B&laahov parameters for the (2«2)'S resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 94.6eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle 0,j. The present data (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF+Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift Ac.



Figure 3: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2a')1S resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 96.GeV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle t,j. The present data (*) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result {—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF + Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift At.
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Figure 4: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2«l)'S resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 99.6eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle Btj. The present data (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF + Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift A*.

Figure 5: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2p')'D resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 94.6eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle 0,j. The present data (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF + Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift At.

Figure 6: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2p*)1 D resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 96.6eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle Bej. The present data (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF+Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift At.



7: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2p*)lD resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 99.6*eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle 0ej. The present d,itn (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF { ), DWDF+ exc ( - ) and
DWDF + Gamow (—) theories, and (d} PCI energy thift At.

Figure 8: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2»2p)'P resonance in helium, at an incident
energy of 94.6eV platted as a function of the ejected electron angle 0ej. The present data (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DVVDF+ exc (-•) and
DWDF+Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift Af.

Figure 9: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2»2p)' P resonance in heliu ni, at an incident
energy of 96.6eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle 0tj. The present clala (•) for
the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF + Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy ihift Af.

Figure 10: Variation of the Shore-Balashov parameters for the (2»2p)'P resonance in helium, at an
incident energy of 99.6 eV plotted as a function of the ejected electron angle 0rj. The present data (•)
for the (a) a parameter compared to the present theoretical result (—), (b) b parameter compared to the
present theoretical result (—), (c) f parameter compared to the DWDF ( ), DWDF+ exc (—) and
DWDF + Gamow (—) theories, and (d) PCI energy shift At.



6 Conclusion
In the present work values of the triple differential cross section parameters ar(k,1,K) and br(k,j,K),
which describe the shape and magnitude of the profile of each resonance r, along with values for the direct
ionisation cross section fr(k,),K) and the PCI related shift Cn^ct, were determined for the (2j2)'S,
(2p*)'D and (2i2p)'P resonances in helium at £o = 94.6, 96.6 and 99.6eV, 0Je = 2O° and -Btj ranging
from 30° to 135°. The results showed a strong dependence on the momenta of the ejected electrons, and
also show strong interference between the direct and resonance amplitudes. In fact the interference, both
constructive and destructive, between these amplitudes dominates the behaviour of the cross sections,
producing quite marked oscillations in the resonance parameters. Although the peak structure in a, and
br are generally correlated with the direction of the momentum transfer 9K, as is that for the direct cross
section / „ the correlation is not simple. That the influence of the direct amplitude in the resonance
parameters is important can be seen immediately from the (2s2)'S data. In the absence of an interfering
direct component, the excitation and decay of this state would involve only / = 0 transitions and therefore
the angular correlation would be isotropic (ar = 0; br = constant). The (2*2)lS resonance parameters are,
instead, quite dependent on 8,j.

The theoretical calculations of Kheifets (1993) are also presented and generally fair agreement is
found between theory and experiment in f,a and b for each of the (2s2)'S, (2pJ)lD and (2»2p)'P reso-
nances. This indicates the theory is doing an adequate job in calculating both the direct ionisation and
autoionisation amplitudes and consequently their interference. Where discrepancies between theory and
experiment, for the resonance parameters, do exist they seem to, in the main, occur at the same angles
Btj where PCI effects are observed. However, any disagreement between the theory and experiment for
a and b and / could also be due to the limitations of the present calculation and this possibility can not
be completely ruled out.
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